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“Breakdowns play a key role in human understanding. A breakdown is not a negative situation to be avoided, 

but a situation of non-obviousness.” (Windograd and Flores as quoted by Donna J. Haraway in Biopolitics: A 

Reader, 2013, Duke University Press) 

 

“Then it occurred to me that perhaps I’d been terrified for longer than all day, and I had rather mixed feelings 

upon realising that – I wasn’t much keen on the idea that I’d been terrified for years, but it seemed possible. 

Well, I know it really. I damn well know it, have known it all along – and couldn’t figure out what all have 

known all along. Why it should be that my blood was rampant and my heart scouring for a way out. Why 

should it all be getting on top of me, as they say, on this particular day? I was suspicious really and thought it 

best to not get too involved with any ideas that came about, after all, being terrified seems quite normal, one 

learns to live with it – possibly you forget, or it tilts. And then, from time to time, such as today, it reappears, 

just to remind you, perhaps, what you are living with, even if you almost always forget.” (Pond, Claire-Louise 

Bennett, 2015, Fitzcarraldo Editions)  

 

In the context I wish to generate with this writing, the verb break is possibly better if replaced with 

the words tilt, lean or hinge. A break seems finite within the framework I am proposing, and 

although that dangerous energy formed from something or someone breaking should not be 

softened by using these alternative verbs, I feel that the barrier of the meaning of words within 

language could misplace the intentions within this text if I continue to use break as the root-word of 

the endeavour into a critical thought that is about to commence.  

 

Instead, a lean toward or away from something, a hinge in motion (opening/closing), or two or more 

entities tilting inwards or outwards from each other or some other point of origin…all seem active as 

words, with regards to their definitive promise of both aspects of potentially positive and/or 

negative correspondence between that which tilts, hinges or leans, and the relationship this action 

has with that who/which is offering the hinge, the thing traversing that special place between ideas, 

a motion between other motions, which is best described as gesture ‘non-obvious’.   

 

In her seminal essay ‘Age, Race, Sex and Class’ (1984), Audre Lorde, the black, lesbian feminist writer 

who lived in Harlem and died in 1992, discusses the notion that difference, whether in age, race, sex 

or class, has been canonically imbued with negative ideological value/s – to put it another way, 

Lorde states that the divides that cause social uncertainty, cultural turmoil, deep set hatred and 

murder, are implemented in such a way that is systematic and intentional. Lorde states that the 

surplus other is a necessary entity that proports inferiority as its continuous veil, allowing those 

deemed non-inferior to profit consistently throughout human existence: “…we have all been 

programmed to respond to the human differences between us with fear and loathing…” Lorde does 

not deny human difference, and in fact encourages a responsible effort to notice difference, 

however noticing must be within the framework of recognition, with recognition being the word to 

name and describe the possibility that the standpoint from which one recognises from could be at 

fault – in short, there is no one way to view the non-self. The non-self is the self of another, and for a 

long, long (too long) time the oppressed as the non-selves of every human generation have been the 

ones to instigate that effort to “bridge the gap” between what has been designated as high and 

what designated as low forms of human life – in Western society this group consists mainly of 

people of colour, non-binary, and women. Naming these humans as inferior has evolved into an ugly 

“mythical norm”. How has this norm been allowed to perpetuate?  

 



To return, I would like to discuss my tilt, hinge and lean. I find it useful to borrow these words from a 

homogenised understanding of the English language and turn them into tools for survival. Using 

“non-obviousness” as a thematic means to prize open the rhetoric of the oppressor, I can tilt, lean 

and hinge between, around and within human difference. These words-as-performative-actions 

allow encounter between self and non-self to be poetic – unknown, slow, balanced and non-

absolute. Negotiating human difference in a responsible way means returning to all the time taken 

up by discrimination, and painstakingly running our hands along all the threads and strings that form 

that web of hate. Where did it start, who says so, when was this happening…then, using the pain 

and anger, (the recall process becoming tedious as more and more awful-ness erupts from 

h(er)istory…Lorde describes it as thick lava), the present and future of our world can be thought 

about. A critical tilt is a motion of resilience, toward recognising human difference as having the aura 

of love, not the underpinning of fear evolving into hate. To break would be to cut ties with those 

who have acted before us in order for us to be here. My breakdown is subverted into a constant tilt, 

side to side, between resonances.  

 

There are many building sites in Glasgow. Rubble forms a large proportion of the city’s vista. Those 

landscapes are a physical and spatial hinge to me; they are visual metaphors for the energetic space 

between removal and refurbishment. Between two material entities, the deposited hills of broken 

stone, glass and plastic could be seen to show off our societies’ complicit endeavour to cause 

division in age, race, sex and class. These sites nod to the disavowal of our climate, our world with 

which we owe the debt of life, and the destruction caused to it, as if climate itself was an inferior, 

surplus other, seen without necessity as it cannot be physically witnessed unless in aftermath. I walk 

around the city taking photographs of these sites, rubble mounds, and their image gives to me both 

a visual metaphor for the tilt, hinge and lean, whilst reminding me of my own disavowal about my 

individual impact on the place we call home and those who live within it. Lorde didn’t seem to write 

much about the earth’s climate, as her own climate was threatened at every moment of every day. 

Lorde describes climate through the people whom inhabit it. I am asking these same people to 

regard the tilt, the hinge or the lean as a methodology toward shedding our colonialist frameworks, 

often so inherent, like an actual gene within our DNA. Have yourself a breakdown in order to 

survive.  

 

      ~ 

 

I have come back to this writing after a week of doing other things. I woke at 3am thinking of anger 

and rubble, about how Lorde’s anger directed everything she did, as it was both a threatening and 

driving thread in all her endeavours. Survival through anger is a long and necessary process. It is 

crucial to begin turning and tilting every piece of rubble in the pile, the rubble representing both the 

obliterated architecture of the colonial canon, including the elitists and the climate change deniers 

with whom we share the world with today, and the personal, inherent vices that I, as a white woman 

possess. This process of translating every supremacist trait I was blinded to by my own white-ness is 

a mechanism instrumental in future endeavours; I am present in this text to share the act of 

unsettling hegemonic knowledge claims and intrinsic value systems that course deep, like thick 

cement holding bricks both together and apart, in order to ask if a critical tilt could be taken on. 

Transforming rubble into building materials as an ideological framework in support of those whose 

heritage, past and present, has been represented as subaltern by a systematic oppression, could be 

our critical tilt.   


